
DealCentre    for Energy 
Tap unlimited power with AI-powered 
technology and deep sector expertise

™

Energy deals and projects are complex, with resource-intensive disclosures and requirements that can impede the 
process. Effective management of critical documents such as CAD files, well-core log files and production facility maps 
ensures that internal teams and counterparties experience minimal friction as your deal moves forward.

With 25+ years of experience facilitating M&A and strategic financing transactions in the Energy sector, SS&C Intralinks’ 
unparalleled technology and industry expertise help source, manage and close deals and projects confidently. At the core 
of our offering is DealCentre, a fully integrated platform designed for Energy stakeholders to execute deals and projects, 
and centralize all deal activities, data, pipelines, reporting, and much more. 

Built on Intralinks’ pioneering VDR technology, DealCentre has supported the largest and most complex Energy deals in 
recent history.  

Whether it’s M&A, an asset sale, debt financing, bankruptcy or restructuring, our capabilities support organizations across 
the entire Energy industry — from renewables focused on solar and wind power to oil and gas, nuclear, energy equipment 
and services.

USD 9.45 billion

Sempra Energy used Intralinks for its 
restructuring of Energy Future Holdings for 

an estimated USD 9.45 billion.

Sempra Energy

NOK 26.9 billion

Norsk Hydro, a listed Norway-based renewable energy 
producer and supplier of aluminium products, used 

Intralinks for the acquisition of its partner Orkla’s 50% 
stake in Sapa, their aluminium solutions and extrusion 

products joint venture, valuing Sapa at NOK 26.9 billion.

Norsk Hydro

USD 31.3 billion

Andeavor Corporation, a listed U.S.-based 
company engaged in the refining, transportation, 

storage and retailing of petroleum products, 
used Intralinks for its acquisition by Marathon 

Petroleum Corporation for USD 31.3 billion.

Andeavor Corporation
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Deal Services

Harness the power for DealCentre for Energy to accelerate your 
entire process and gain insight into future deals. Contact us for 
more information at intralinks.com/contact/sales
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As the most technologically advanced deal platform, DealCentre is designed 
to address the rigorous demands of energy transactions:

Leverage SS&C Intralinks solutions throughout your energy deal lifecycle

Best-in-class security: The industry’s first VDR 
to earn ISO 27701 certification – the standard in 
data privacy.

TM

Intelligent Document Management: 
Leverage our proprietary AI engine to easily 
summarize, categorize and extract key data 
from documents during diligence.

Energy sector-specific deal teams: Expand your 
deal team with a dedicated, energy-focused 
project manager equipped with deep knowledge 
of industry trends, due diligence and M&A index 
templates — all backed by 24/7/365 support.

In-line CAD viewing: Easily manage complex 
engineering and design files, seismic data, 
surveys, maps and more within a single 
platform for efficient due diligence.

IRM/UNshareTM: Protect sensitive data and 
retain the ability to recall a document even 
after a buyer has downloaded it.

Integrated AI Redaction: Seamlessly redact PII 
and other sensitive content from deal-related 
documents inside the data room, saving time 
and reducing risk.
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VDRProTM

Prep and execute diligence on 
our market-leading virtual data 
room and close your deal faster

DealMarketing
Simplify buyer outreach and 

eliminate errors that commonly 
occur when manually sending and 
tracking teasers, NDAs and CIMs

Offload tedious redactions, NDAs, 
translations, Q&A and more -- and 

stay focused on your deal
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